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It's time to face the magic.Waking up in hell is not Del Bellatorâ€™s idea of a good time. Sheâ€™d

rather be back on earth, killing demons and hunting down magical treasure for her shop, Ancient

Magic.Turns out escaping hell is easyâ€”itâ€™s staying out thatâ€™s hard. Del is painfully aware that

her dragon magic is illegal in the supernatural world. Worse, she doesnâ€™t know how to control it.

And if others learn her secret, sheâ€™s dead. Things get ugly when the Warden of the Underworld

shows up on her doorstep to drag her back to hell. Heâ€™s a one of a kind demon shifterâ€”the

sexiest, most powerful one sheâ€™s ever metâ€”and heâ€™s set his sights on her. Helping him

catch an escaped demon gives her an opportunity to win her freedom, but only if she teams up with

him to do it. Sheâ€™ll have to use her forbidden magic to get the job done. And that is a recipe for

discoveryâ€¦ and disaster.Magic Undying is a fast-paced urban fantasy adventure starring a kick butt

heroine, a powerful hero, and otherworldly adventure.
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What a pleasant surprise! I enjoyed Magic Undying much more than I anticipated. I've loved books 1

and 2 of the Dragon's Gift- Huntress series, but Del was never my favorite of the characters. The

author did a great job of fleshing out this character and matching her with a complimentary hero,

Roarke. Fast paced, with an excellent conflict-- Del's return to the Underworld-- and a worthy plot.

Book 2 is going on my TBR and will be bumped up in my line up.

I absolutely loved this book. I wanted to order her series "The Huntress" first but by mistake order

this first and so enjoy it. Will be ordering all of the "The Huntress" series. Grabs your interest from

the very beginning and keeps it throughout. Reading the second one in the series now and already

have the third waiting on my book shelf.

Aside from a few editorial issues (Del drank boxed wine and a few paragraphs later it was referred

to as beer and than wine again, this has happened through out all of the books and I'm pretty sure

*SPOILER ALERT* that in the short novel I got when I registered to the mailing list, it was said that

they had bought their building but since the device I was reading the novel on had died, I can't be

sure), other than that, even though the plot developed as I expected it to, it was a fun, high paced

read that helped developed Del's character further.No sex, just sparks flying all over the place which

is nice, at least for me, since most of the books in this genre are more into the romance

thingiemabob than the actual story and character development.Was a good read and I'm waiting for

the next books to follow.16/07/2017 - EDIT:Seems like those editorial glitches have been cleaned

out of the current copy I posses, which is great, shows the author is attentive.My take on this book

and the series, as well, hasn't change. It is a great read and I'm enjoying myself tremendously.

Once again Lindsey Hall has written a fast paced, wonderful book! I couldn't put it down! I'm

normally one that doesn't get into another main character in a series so I was a little worried but

wow! So glad I took a chance and picked it up! The suspense was riveting and kept you wanting to

know what happened next! The cliff hanger was a great one. Enough to make you want the next

book but enough information that you are happy at the end! Can't wait for the next book! Great work

Lindsey! If you haven't read about Del yet get this book! Also don't forget about her Her sister Cass!

Make sure you read Ancient magic and the rest of the series before grabbing the seeker series!

The beginning of Del's series starts off 2 weeks after the conclusion off Cass' series. Del awakens

to find herself in the Underworld. In her quest to escape, she unintentionally releases a demon. This



demon attacks her and inflicts a poison that will, in fact, turn her. On top of all this, the Warden of

the Underwor!d is after her. A great start to her series!

The story has a strong start with Del in the Underworld. She definitely makes a more interesting

character than Cass in this second series. Her love interest also proves more intriguing than Aiden,

at least for now. While I still like the world the story is set in and found the Merlin/Guinevere/Arthur

angle way more interesting than I expected, I was not a fan of the instant loss of brain cells in Del

when she sees the Warden. And the constant "shivering" when they touch was over the top. This

makes it hard to believe in the romance and puts Del (and women in general) in an unflattering light.

I firmly believe you can be very attracted to someone and not be a hormonal ditz in every scene with

your crush. I can only hope this gets cleared out in the next installment.For those who read Cass's

story, you'll find a lot of similarities. Cass seems to dominate several scenes in this book at the

expense of Nix and Del. I personally found it a little awkward because it occasionally felt like our

main character faded into the background while Cass shouted orders. This was really only in a

couple scenes, but it hit me wrong.Despite the strong start, I feel the book finished weakly. The last

chapter has some heavy whining from Del that verges on childish and the closing scene was very

predictable.

After reading the Huntress series, I was looking forward to this series. It did not leave me

disappointed. Good continuation of the Dragon's Gift series.

Which is very similar to Cass's romance. Only he's more handsome and rich, at least he's a bit of a

square, which is somewhat a flaw. I'm gonna take snap now.
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